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Background 
Wearable sensors have gained popularity in many 

industries because they offer a wide range of 

opportunities for efficiency gains. In reforestation 

operations, one such way that wearable sensors 

could improve efficiency is by enabling the creation 

of detailed maps that show the locations of 

individual planted seedlings. A planting map with 

such level of details would benefit foresters, planting 

supervisors and tree planters by helping them quickly 

identify missed (unplanted) areas, tree-stashing 

issues or spacing issues and by providing 

comprehensive maps of stocking density.  

Map Development 
Exploratory work on the feasibility of creating maps 

that depict the locations of individual seedlings was 

done using the data collected in Matute (2017).1 

Motion and location data were collected from a 

GPS and an accelerometer located on tree 

planters’ backs. The GPS collected data every 

second, while the accelerometer collected 

25 records per second. A plot of raw acceleration 

signals showed a constant pattern of peaks while 

tree planters were planting due to the motion of 

bending over to plant a tree. In order to reduce 

noise and identify the signal peaks that 

represented actual planting attempts, the data 

were filtered by time and distance. Only peaks that 

occurred over two seconds apart were counted as 

attempts, and buffer zones of 1 m were then 

applied to each attempt since trees were unlikely to 

be planted within 1 m of each other. Figure 1 

shows a visualization of the buffering process. The 

total number of predicted seedlings was compared 

to the number of seedlings reported by each tree 

planter (Table 1) to estimate prediction error. 

                                                           
1
 Matute, P. (2017). Human activity recognition using wearable 

sensors on silvicultural workers (Technical Report 25). Vancouver, 
B.C.: FPInnovations.  

Next Steps 
This exploratory study proves it is feasible to 

construct detailed maps depicting the location of 

each planted seedling. In its current form, the 

process can reveal missed areas and provide 

seedling counts with an average 10.6% error. 

However, more work is required to ensure high 

prediction accuracy and to automate the 

data-analysis process before it can be 

implemented operationally. 

 

Figure 1. Preliminary map showing buffering process. 

Table 1. Actual vs. predicted number of planted trees 

Tree 

planter 

 

Seedlings 

Error  

(%) 

Reported  

(no.) 

Predicted  

(no.) 

A 2160 2246    4.0 

B 2565 2158 
a
 −15.9 

C 2198 1445
 b

 −34.3 

D 1620 1707     5.4 

E 1860 1839  −1.1 

F 2805 2889    3.0 

  Average 10.6 

a
 2518 when using a 90-cm buffer. 

  b
 1980 when using a 50-cm buffer. 
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